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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [3], we developed a theory of fractional powers for the 
Hankel transform x in the Hilbert space L*(R + ). For v > - 1, we con- 
structed a C, group (&‘r, ‘AER} of unitary operators on L2(Rf) and 
showed that when n E Z, 2’:” is the n th iterate of 2”. It is now of interest 
to consider what happens if v 6 - 1 (i.e., when the classical Hankel trans- 
form is not defined on the whole of L*(R+)). 
Zemanian [S, 63 has constructed a family {H,, v E R} of Frechet 
spaces in such a way that for each VER, the Hankel transform 2” 
is a homeomorphism on H,. When vb - $, H, is a subspace of 
L’(R + ) n L*(R + ) and x coincides with the classical transform. When 
v < - i, 2” is defined by means of a recurrence relation. Itis our objective 
to present a theory of fractional powers for these operators. In doing so, we 
shall show that 2,:’ is equal to x for all real values of v, not only when 
v 2 - i or when v > - 1 (cf. [16, p. 1651). 
In our first wo sections, we shall introduce our Frtchet spaces and look 
at the behaviour of some linear operators in them. Section 3 will be con- 
cerned with the case v > - i although concepts which are valid for v E R 
will be included wherever possible. The operators { %F, CI E R, v 2 - $} will 
be the restrictions ofthose in [3] to an appropriate subspace of L2(R+). 
We shall be interested mainly in the homeomorphic properties of { %‘z} 
and the property of strong continuity with respect to LX Finally, in 
Section 4, the fractional operators (2:) will be defined recursively for 
v < - 4 and our earlier esults will be shown to hold for the more general 
case v E R. 
* This research was completed at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us begin by introducing the function spaces H,, v E R. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For v E R, let H, be the space of all functions 
4: R+ + C which satisfy 
y;,k(q5)= sup Ix”(x-‘D)k [XPVP”2~(X)]1 < cc 
.r >0 
(1.1) 
for each m, k E No, where R+ = (0, co), No EN u {0}, and D denotes the 
differentiation operator d/dx. 
From [6], we state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. With the notation of the previous definition, H,, equipped 
with the topology generated by the seminorms {y;,,}:,, =o, is a Frkchet 
space. Therefore a sequence {4,,}:= o f 1 o e ements of H, converges to c#EH, 
iff yk,k(q5n - 4) tends to zero as n + co for each m, k E NO. 
Proof: See [6, p. 1311. 
Further, we can easily obtain the result 
RESULT 1.3. Zf v > - 1, then H, is a subspace of L1(R+)nL2(R+). 
We shall be concerned largely with the properties of continuous linear 
operators in our spaces. So the following definition will be useful. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If X and Y are topological vector spaces, then L(X, Y) 
will denote the set of all continuous linear operators from X into Y. 
L(X, X) will be denoted by L(X). 
Finally, in this introductory section, let us turn to the Hankel transform. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let 4: R+ -+ C be a smooth function whose support is 
contained within a compact subset of (0, co) and let v E R. Then we shall 
define Ye,& the Hankel transform of 4 of Bessel order v, by 
(Xd)(x) = jm (vP2 J,(w) d(y) 4s o<x<co, (1.2) 
0 
where J, is the Bessel function of the first kind of order v. 
Remark 1.6. When v > - 1, 2” extends uniquely to a homeomorphism 
z on L’(R+) with inverse $‘,I = 2”. For f E L2(R+), we can write 
($f )(x) = 1.i.m. j’ (xY)“’ J,(xY) f(y) dy, o<x<co, (1.3) n+m 0 
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where 1.i.m. denotes the limit in the norm of L2(R+). Since there is no risk 
of confusion in this case, we shall drop the tilde and refer to the extended 
operator as XV also. 
When v Z - 4 andfE L’(R+) n L’(R+), XVfmay be written as in (1.2) 
and the integral will converge absolutely for each x > 0. 
This remark tells us that when v > - 1, xq5 (to be interpreted as in 
(1.3)) exists for each 4 E H, and that when v b - $, XV4 can be defined as 
in (1.2). Indeed, we have the following theorem from [6, p. 1411. 
THEOREM 1.7. For v 3 - 4, x. is a homeomorphism on H,, with inverse 
x,:’ = 2”. 
2. SOME OPERATIONS IN H, 
In this section, we shall examine the behaviour of some important linear 
operators in the H, spaces. We shall begin with the concept of multiplica- 
tion by a smooth function. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let W denote the space of all smooth functions 
8: R+ + C such that for each k E N,, there exists an integer N(k) E N, for 
which 
1~ 
(X-lD)k e(x) 
1 + XNCk) 
<a, a, 
where 11~11 oc= su~,,~ lO(x)I. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 8 E W and let M, be defined on H, by 
(Mcd)(x)=W)d(x), ~EH,, XER+. 
Then M, E L(H,) for each v E R. 
Prooj See [6, p. 1341. 
(2.1) 
Note that our space W of multipliers for H, is independent of v E R. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. For each a E R, let t3, :R + + C be defined by 
/3,(x) = exp(iax*/2), x > 0. 
Then, clearly, 8, is smooth and we can easily show that 
(x- lDJk e,tx) = (ia)” e,tx) for each k E No. 
(2.2) 
Therefore with N(k) = 0 for each k E No, it follows that 8, E W. 
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Let M,= be defined as in (2.1). Then Me2 is obviously one-to-one on H, 
and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that M,U~EL(H,). Similarly, M,~~EL(H,). 
Finally, since Mea Me-z = I for each cc ER, we can deduce that MB, is a 
homeomorphism on H, with inverse Momz. 
Note. For notational convenience, the operator Moe will, in future, be 
denoted by 8,. 
We shall also require the notion of dilatation in the H, spaces. Therefore 
we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let v E R and a > 0. Then we define the dilatation 
operator E., on H, by 
(4,4)(x) = &ax), d E H,>, x > 0. (2.3) 
Almost immediately, we can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. For each a >O and VER, A,, given by (2.3), is a 
homeomorphism on H, with inverse 1,’ = A,,,. 
Proof: The proof is trivial and is therefore omitted. 
Our two previous operators (M, and I.,) represent mappings from H, 
into itself; the following two homeomorphisms (Q and N,) are in 
L(H,,, H,), where p # v except in the trivial case of the identity map. 
LEMMA 2.6. For each h, v E R, the operator Qh defined on H, by 
V2d)(x)=-&W, ~EH,, x>O (2.4) 
is a homeomorphism of H,, onto H,,+h with inverse 
(Q~‘$Nx)=dW, $~Hv+b, x>O. 
Proof: If ~EH,, then y;fkb(Qb$) =~;,,Jti) so that Qh~L(H,, H,,+b). 
Clearly, Qh is also one-to-one. The rest follows upon observing that 
Q,‘Q,$=d for each #EH,, and QbQ;‘ll/=$ for each $EH,+~. 
Note. For notational convenience, we shall usually refer to Qh as “the 
operator x’.” 
DEFINITION 2.7. For each v E R and 4 E H,, we shall define the function 
Nd by 
(N,~)(x)=~‘+“~D[x-~-~~*qS(x)], x > 0. (2.5) 
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THEOREM 2.8. For each VER, the operator N,, defined by (2.5), is a 
homeomorphism of H,, onto H,,, , with inverse N,:‘: H,, r + H,, given by 
(N;‘i+b)(x)= -x”+“’ .p t~‘~“*+(t)dt, 
s 
$EH,+,. 
Proof: See [6, pp. 135-1361. 
We shall now introduce our fractional operators Xz for the case 
v> -4. 
3. THE FRACTIONAL OPERATORS IN H,, v3 -$ 
DEFINITION 3.1. For v 3 - 4 and a E R, X;, the (c+c)th power of x, is 
defined on H, by 
x”%$ = Av,le-cot(l,z,~Isi~(or,2,,~e-cot(a,2,~, ~EH,, O< 1~1 <2n, 
where 
A.,=~sin~~P”2enp[i(~&-~)(v+1,], oi=sgn(ix), 
X$b=&‘t”q5=#, #EH,,, 
2 ~‘““~=~:~, CCER, #EH,,. 
Here 8, and A, are given by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. 
When 0 < LX < 271, %‘z can be expressed in the form 
(3.1) 
which should be compared with the integral representation given in [4], 
where the Hankel transform is defined slightly differently. 
Note. Note that since H, E L’(R+) n L*(R+) for v 3 - &, the operators 
{SE, CI ER, v > - i} are restrictions of the corresponding operators in 
[3]. Therefore many of the results in [3] for L’(R+) will also be valid 
here. 
It is obvious from Definition 3.1, Example 2.3, and Theorems 1.7 and 2.5 
that sPE is a homeomorphism on H,, for each a E R and v 3 - f. Our next 
theorem establishes theresult 2;” = (YE’:))‘. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For each a6R and v > -i, 2:~ L(H,) is a homeo- 
morphism with inverse 2,;‘. 
Proof We need only prove that (X:)-l = SF,:“. 
The cases SI = 0 and CY = 27r are trivial; sosuppose that 0 < lcrl < 271. Now 
let ~EH,. Then cj~L’(R+)n L’(R+) so that by [3, Theorem 3.21, 
This completes the proof for the case c( E ( - 27527~1 and the result extends 
to CI E R by periodicity. 
Our next result is the index law. This is given by 
THEOREM 3.3. For each ~1, fl, v E R with v 2 - 4 and for each C$ E H,,, 
iP;Af”$(l5 = 2@;+“$l3. (3.2) 
ProojI Let q5 E H,, so that, by the previous theorem, $PpC$ EH,, also. 
Hence 4 E L’(R+) n L’(R+), X~C$ E L’(R+) n L’(R+) and the result 
follows by [3, Theorem 3.41, for which we have used the result 
pq’ = elnaoy, v3 -;, (3.3) 
where the weighted Laguerre functions 4, (“I form an orthogonal basis for 
L2[0, co). 
We turn now to the idea of strong continuity. For our present case, i.e., 
that of v 3 - i, the proof can be obtained from the following lemma 
of [2]: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let @c’(x) be defined by 
Then 
$EH, #(II/, $r’)=o((n+ l)-k) for each kg (0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
where ( ., .) denotes the usual inner product in L2(R + ). So, if A denotes the 
space of rapidly decreasing sequences, then the operator L,, : H,, + A, defined 
by 
L(II/) = {%I? s, = J oa $(x) $;‘(x) dx 
is an isomorphism from H, onto A. 
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Proof: See [2, Eqs. (2.5), (4.6)]. Note that the authors there use the 
notation t(X, log A,) for H,,. 
We can now obtain 
THEOREM 3.5. For each /?E R, v > - i, and 4 EH,,, Z’:b -+ &?!4 in H,, 
as X+/I. 
Proof. Let v 3 - i and let d EH,, c L2(R+) so that we can write 
d= f a,,*:‘, (3.4) 
l7=0 
where the constants {a,,} form a rapidly decreasing sequence. Clearly, the 
series in (3.4) converges in the norm of L2(R+ ) but we shall show that it 
is actually convergent in the H, sense. 
Suppose that 9:’ is defined on 10, co) by 
2y(x2) = (2x) I’* ‘p(x). 
Then it is shown in [1] that for any {c,} E A, the series 
-v2 I,“=, c,Pyx) X IS convergent in the Frechet space St, whose 
topology is generated by the seminorms {yt} where 
rA(d) = SUP Ix”(~“4Nx)l < a for each m,nE (0, 1,2, . .}. YES+ 
.-c 2 0
(i.e., S+ is the restriction to [0, 00) of the Schwartz space of rapidly 
decreasing functions). Moreover, we can easily show that 
d(x) ES+ 0 4(x’) E HP ,i2 
and that convergence of the sequence {K”* CrZo c, Y:‘(x)} (as m -+ 00) 
in S+ is equivalent o the convergence of (x ’ I:=, c,Yt’(x2)} in HP 1,2. 
It then follows that {x- \‘~ ‘j2 C;=, c,ll/r’(x)} isconvergent in H _ ,,2 for 
any choice of {c,} E A and consequently that the series in (3.4) is 
convergent in H,,. 
We can therefore deduce from Theorem 3.2 that 
(2F~f$)(x) = f einXa,$c’(x), 
n=O 
where the convergence is in the topology of H,,. So define c(‘) E A to be the 
sequence { cr)} whose terms are given by 
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Then, clearly, c:’ -+ cp’ m A as c1+ p and so the result follows by the 
previous lemma. 
Summary. We have shown that when v > - 4, the family of operators 
WY, CI E R > c L(H,) forms a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms 
which is continuous with respect o the index 01. Indeed the operators are 
restrictions ofthe operators in [3], which, as we indicated there, form a 
C, group in L2(R + ) when v > - 1. However, our main objective is to 
construct a fractional power theory for yi”, when v 6 - 1. This will be the 
subject of our next section. 
4. FRACTIONAL HANKEL TRANSFORMS IN H, SPACES, veR 
Let us now embark upon our extension programme to study a 
fractionalization of the Hankel transform XV of order v < - 4. For such v, 
we shall use Zemanian’s operators {Y&, k E N, v + k 3 - i}. Therefore we 
shall begin by recalling the relevant heory from [6]. 
RESULT 4.1. Let v 3 - f and 4 E H,,. Then for each k E N, 
(3@)(x) = (- l)k XPk (=%+kN,.+k--l “.N,~+,N,d)(x)> x > 0, 
where N,, is given by (2.5). 
Proof: When k = 1, Zemanian [6, p. 1391 showed that 
(~+,N,&)(x)= -4=%3)(x), de&, v3 -;. (4.1) 
The result hen follows for k = 1 and extends to k E N by induction. 
With this motivation, he defined the following transformations on H,, for 
arbitrary vE R. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let v E R and let k E N be such that v + k > - 4. Then 
define the transformation x,k on H,, by 
(%.kd)tX) = (- 1 1” Xpk (e+kNv+k-, . ..N.d)(x), 4 E H,.. (4.2) 
Zemanian then proved the following important theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) For each v ER and kgN such that v+ k> -i, the 
operator &V,k, defined by (4.2), is a homeomorphism on H,. 
(ii) When VER and m,kEN are such that v+k> -4 and 
v+m> -4, then &,kq5=#V,m#for each q5~H,. 
(iii) When v > - 4, 
%,,kb==%b for each 4 E H,, and k E N. (4.3) 
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Finally, he considered the operator XV,k (for arbitrary k~ N such that 
v + k 2 - 4) to be an extension of the conventional Hankel transform to all 
v E R. 
We have, however, already defined XV (in (1.3)) for - 1 < v < - i and, 
for Zemanian’s operators to be extensions of our operators, we need to 
check that (4.3) holds when v> - 1. 
THEOREM 4.4. When -l<v< -1 and ~EH,,, then Z&d=%4 for 
each kEN, where svd is defined as in (1.3) and equality is in the L’(R’) 
sense. 
Proof: Suppose that - 1 <v< - $ so that v+ k> -f for each kEN. 
Then, from Theorem 4.3(ii), we can write 
JC,k4=8,I4 for each Q E H, and for each k E N. 
Therefore we need only prove the lemma for the case k= 1. 
It is easy to show that when v > - 1, the integral 
s o= (xY)“~ J,(xY) 4(y) 4 
converges absolutely for each x > 0 and 4 E H,. However, H, c L2(R+ ) (by 
Result 1.3) so that 
($.4)(x) = 1.i.m. 1” (xy)“’ J,(xy) d(y) dy, 4 E H,. 
n-z 0 
By standard uniqueness results, therefore, 
b%dW = jam (xY)“~ J,(xY) d(y) 4 
We must now show that 
a.e. for 4 E H,,. 
L&w)= --~-‘(=%+4w(x) a.e. for 4 E H,. 
Since ~EH,, N,,~EH,,+~ and for each x>O, 
(X+ ,Nd)(x) = joz (xY)“’ Jv, ,(xy)(Nd)(y) 4 
1 
as v+l>--2 
= s om (xY)“~ J,, ~(xY)Y’+“~ $ CY-y-1’24(~)l dy 
= C(XYP2 J,+,(XY) 4CY)lo” 
-I 
cc d 
~“~y-“-“~d(y) - [y’+‘J,,+ ,(xy)] dy. 
0 4 
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Etr;t;r lim,. _ 3c [(xy)“’ J,, + i(xy) d(y)] = 0 as C$ is of rapid descent. 
I(XYY2 J,‘, L(X)?) 4(Y)l 
= x v+3’2 ,2(v+” J I(x)?)-“-‘J,,+,(xy) $b(y)l, -5 y > 0, 
d,,+Ix ~+3,‘*y*(~‘+I)y;,o(~) for each YE (0, x ‘), 
where 2‘,, + = SUPO<.Y< I 1-x ~ I’ ~ ‘1, +,(x)1. Therefore the integrated terms 
vanish and 
(iq+,N,/j)(x)= - jox x”*~‘~“~“*~(y)xy”+‘J,,+,(xy)dq 
-x.l ,i bYP2 J,,, IbY) d(Y) dY 
= -x(x+4)(x) a.e. 
The result now follows. 
We can now extend the definition f~EL(H,,) to all VER in the 
following way. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let VER and let k be any positive integer such that 
v + k 2 - i. For 4 E H,,, we define the Hankel transform X,C$ of 4 by 
The next theorem is therefore immediate. 
THEOREM 4.6. For each v E R, z, is a homeomorphism on H,,. Further, 
when v > - 1, the operator x, of the previous definition c incides with 8, as 
gioen by (1.3) when restricted o 4E H,.. 
Observe also the following result. 
RESULT 4.7. Let v E R and suppose that 1+5 is a smooth ,function whose 
support is contained within the interval (0, CD). Then 
(Xd)(x) = jox (-YY “’ J,(xY) b(y) dy’. 
We have yet to consider Z,, ’ , the inverse of x, for arbitrary real 
values of v. In [S, 63, it is shown that for x>O and ~EH,,, 
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where k is any integer such that v + k 3 - 4. We shall prove, however, that 
X; ’ = XV for every v E R. For this, we shall require the following definition 
and a sequence of lemmas. 
DEFINITION 4.8. For each v E R and k E N,, define Na’: H, + Hv+k by 
Iqk’4=Ny+k -,...N,,+lN,(k #EH,., ka 1, 
NIP’d = 4, ~EH,. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let v E R and k E No be such that v + k > - 1. Then 
N,X-k%v,k(j= -X-kx,+k+,Xfj 
for each I$EH,.+, and x>O. 
Proof. From (2.5), we can easily deduce that 
N,,[y-k~(y)l(x)=x-k(N,+k~)(X) for each $EH,,+, and x>O. 
Therefore if C$ E H,, + k, 
N,,[Y~k(~,+k~)(Y)l(x)=~~--k(N~+k~,+k~)(X). 
However, Zemanian [6, p. 1391 showed that when v 3 - 4 and ~EH,,, 
then 
W,3-3)(x) = -Z+ ,C.v$b)l(x). 
The result now follows. 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.10. Let v and k be as in the previous lemma and let 4 E H,,. 
Then 
(i) xNLk’$= N!,?,x~, 
tii) %+k+, xNik’4= -x~~+,N~,~+-,“x~~, k> 
Proof: (i) It is obvious from (2.5) that 
1. 
XN,+k-, . ..N..$=N,,+,...N,,+ 
for 4 E H, and k 2 1. The case k = 0 is trivial. 
(ii) By (i) and the definition of Nkk’, k> 1, 
I-4 
2 v-Ck+,XN~,k’~=~.+k+,Ns+kN~,k+-,l’X~= -X~+kN!,k++(b 
by (4.1), as required. 
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LEMMA 4.11. Let v and k he as in Lemma 4.9. Then e,z,# = q3 -for each 
4~Hv. 
Proof: By Definitions 4.2 and 4.5, 
~,,YiO,Cj=x-k~,+kN,.+k ,...N,,x~k~,+kN,+k~,...N,~ 
=X~k~~+kN,.+k~,...N,.X~k~~+kN1k'~. 
Further, since 
N,x-k&.+kNf,k’~ 
z-x -k~v+k+,XN!.k’~ (by Lemma 4.9) 
=x ~(k~l'~t;v+,)+(k~,)N~k+~,l'X~, (by Lemma 4.1O(ii)) 
we can deduce that 
N,,+,N,,X~~~,+~N~~‘~=X~(~~~‘~,.+~,+(~~~,N!,~+~~~‘X~~ 
and hence, by induction, that 
N~,k’x-k&kN~,k’q5=&+k~k~. 
Therefore 
TQg$h=x -k%+kxv+kXkd 
=x -kXklp (by Theorem 1.7 as v+k> -$) 
= 4 
and the lemma is proved. 
From this lemma and from Theorem 4.6, the following result is obvious. 
RESULT 4.12. For each v E R, x, is a homeomorphism on H, with inverse 
m;’ = 2”. 
Fractional Hankel transforms can now be defined on H,,, VE R, as 
follows. 
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where yi”, is given in Definition 4.5, A,,,, is as in (3.1), and Ob and A, are 
given by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. (Compare this to Definition 3.1.) 
Note the following result. 
RESULT 4.14. For each v, CLE R and ~EH,, s%L’Z’~“~ = AYzq5 so that 
Xcq3 is of period 271 in a. 
Proof We need only prove the result for a E ( - 277,0), since the case 
M = 0 is obvious and the general case CI E R will then follow by Defini- 
tion 4.13. 
So let cc~(-22x,0). Then 
A,.,.+~1=lsin~l-1’2exp[i(~-~) (v+ I)], as sgn(cc+27r)= 1, 
=~sin~~P1’2exp[i(-&~)(v+1)]=A,,,Y 
and the result follows easily from the definition of X:4. 
From Theorems 4.6 and 2.5 and Example 2.3, we can deduce that 
for each v, tl~ R, ??z is a homeomorphism on H,. To show that 
(%‘a))’ = Z,:“, we shall need the following result. 
RESULT 4.15. For each v E R, q5 EH,,, and a > 0, 
N,.II,cj = al.,N,,$, 
where A, is defined as in Definition 2.4. 
Proof We write the left side of (4.5) as 
(4.5) 
(NJA)(x) =x y+1~2D[x~V~‘/2~(ax)] = (ax)“+‘/* D[(ax)-“+“* q5(ax)] 
and the result follows by the chain rule of differentiation. 
THEOREM 4.16. For each v, a E R, 2”: is a homeomorphism on H,, with 
inverse 2 ,: ‘. 
Proof We need only prove that (&‘t))’ =.?PVP”. Since the result is 
obvious for c( = 0 and CI = 2n, it is sufficient to consider the case 
0 < lcll < 271; the rest will follow by periodicity. 
By definition, 
409. 166/l-6 
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for each 4 E H,,, where 
(~IC/)(~)=(-l)~x~~(~+kNl,~‘ll/)(x), $gH,, 
for some integer k such that v + k 3 - i. Further, by repeated applications 
of the previous result, 
N~k’I.,q5=ak~,N!,k’~, EH,,, a>O. (4.6) 
Next, we can easily deduce that, for v > - 4, 
XV[&ay)](x) = aa’(~,q5)(a~‘x) = a ‘(L;‘XVd)(x), 4 E H, 
from the integral representation fx4. Hence for v < - & and 4 E H,, 
;l,‘~vfj= (- l)k Uk,X-ki,‘&+kN!,k’fj (by Definition 4.5) 
=(-l)kak+‘x -k&+k&,N:,k’# 
=(-l)kaxPkx,+kNr)i,# by (4.6) 
= aXVE.,& 
Therefore 
~I&2~1 ~,~isj~(z,z,,~.e,,,11,2, 
4 I 
sint X+%L~a,2d 
= sini Ltc~,2~~ 
I I 
by Result 4.12. 
and the required result follows. 
Our next theorem extends Theorem 3.5 to every VE R. However, the 
proof given earlier for that theorem is not valid here since we can no longer 
appeal to orthogonal series expansions for our test functions. We shall 
require two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.17. 1. For each VER and ~EH,, ofta,4 -+ 4 in H,, as !I +O, 
where 0, is the function defined in (2.2) and f is any real function which is 
continuous insome real neighbourhood f zero and is such that f(cc) -+ 0 as 
LY + 0. 
2. For each VER and #EH,, the function A./(,,& given by (2.3), tends 
to 4 in the topology of H, as a -+ 0, where f is any real function which is 
continuous insome real neighbourhood f zero and is such that f(a) + 1 
as a-+0. 
Proof If we choose f(m) = c( for the first part and f(a) = 1 - a for the 
second, then the required results will follow for these particular cases by 
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standard arguments of convergence in Frkhet spaces. The proofs for more 
general functions f will then follow by arguments of uniform continuity. 
LEMMA 4.18. Let A’ be a complex FrPchet space with its topology 
generated by { y, } ,“= 0 and let b > 0. Suppose that for each a E C-b, b], 
S, E L(X) and T, E L(X) are such that 
(i) S,dG+O in Xasa-+Ofor each #EX, 
(ii) T,d+O in Xus cr-+Ofor each #EX. 
Suppose also that for each k E N,, there exist NE N, C E R +, and a 
collection of seminorms {ykr >,“= 0c { y,, },F: 0such that 
(iii) ~~(S~~)6CC;Y_~~~~(~)foreacha~[-b,b] and#EX. 
Then S,T,#+q3 in Xascc+Ofor each q5~X. 
Proof: The proof is trivial and is omitted. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 4.19. For each VE R and q5 EH,., s’?:+~$ + X$ in H,, as 
x -+ 0. 
Proof Clearly, it is equivalent o verify the statement 
for each VER and IPEH,,, X~‘“~~+~XV~=~ in H,, as cr+O, 
which follows from Definition 4.13 for X;+’ by repeated applications of 
the previous two lemmas. 
Finally, we turn to the index law. This will lead to a strong continuity 
result for (2:). However, once again, for VER, the theory is much more 
involved as we can no longer use the relation H,, c L2(Rf) to deduce the 
equivalent of (3.2) from [3]. 
We shall require two further lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.20. Let v E R and k E N be such that v+ k 3 - i. Then for each 
4~H,,+k and/?,yER withO<I/?I<n, 
Proof Using the definition of N,,, we can easily show that 
N,xkOi,t) =x- (k~l)ey[iYICl+X-lN~+k~], $~Hv+k. 
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Putting $ = e + k~ now gives the required result since 
X-l~+k+lXd (by (4.4)). 
LEMMA 4.21. Let v, k be as in the previous lemma. Then for each $ E H,,, 
= x p’k ~ “Oy~~i~(p,/2)~ & +kN ~,k,;1’[fi~N,,+x(sin2~)~‘] $. 
Proof. By the previous lemma, the left side of (4.7) is equal to 
x ~ (k - 1’0 , [a;,‘,,;,),~+kN:“‘~ 11 
IxNY,~“I’ . 1 
(4.7) 
The result now follows by Lemma 4.1O(ii) and since Nbk+-,“Ny = Nl,k’ for 
each k3= 1. 
Note also that when 0 < Ic(( < 271, 0 < Ifi1 < 2n, v E R, and 4 E H,,, 
i 
B 
cot i + cot 5 1 N,, 0 -cotC8,2’ 
= 8 -comm 
[( 
cottcoti-1 cott+coti NV4 > 1 
=(sinisin:)’ *pcol,Bi2, [cos(T)x+isin(T)N,,]& (4.8) 
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THEOREM 4.22. For each cx, /I, VER and q4~H,,, X~Xf#= X~‘“q4. 
Prooj We need only consider the case c(, /I E( -n, n] since the result 
will then extend to c(, /? ER by Result 4.14. 
First, we deal with the special cases. Let cJEH,,. Then 
(i) .X~X,“C$ = 4, -rc < a < n, by Theorem 4.16, 
(ii) Z;&‘~q? = XtXzd = X:4, -rr < c1< rc, by Definition 4.13, 
(iii) AY;X:~=~~$=q5=&?~“~ by Result 4.12 and Definition 
4.13. 
Suppose now that v, k are as in Lemma 4.20 and tl, BE (-n, n] with 
cr,B#O, u+/?#O, and cr+~#27c. Then for each ~EH,,, 
c%f;lffd = A,,,,A,,, (~sinqsin~l)*x”H -cott2/2)‘~i~(a/2)~ yi/:+k$, 
where 
$= N!,k’Op cot(l/2)-collB/z)~~ k’“lYiA(fl/*)[ %v+kN’k’6 ” -CM8/2) 4. 
Next, by repeatedly applying Lemma 4.21, we can deduce that 
II/ = (- 1)” 0 ~cc”t~~,2,+cocc8,2,,~~~~(,~,2,, % + k .I; 
where 
,={kfi’[i(cot~+cot$N,,+,-(sin2~)P’x]}~P..,C,,2J~ 
r=O 
and 
k- I 
n Tv+,= Tv+k-lT,,+k-2... T,, 
r=O 
T I’ +r =i(coti+coti) N,,+,-(sin2i)P’x. 
(Note that the order of the operators in this product is important.) 
Further, from (4.8), 
ci . p -k f = ( 2 2) sin -sm - Lot,,,2,& 
where g E H,, +k is given by 
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Therefore 
Af:=@$P = A,.,A,.,, x sin(u/2) sin(p/2) - 
Isin(cc/2) sin(J/2)1 I 
k Q 
-COt(Z,2,Z,dP7 
where 
~,.,II~=;I.I;i~(l/Z)I~+k~ 
I 
~~cot(?!Z)~cot(~,‘2)‘“lsin(~i2)~ %+kQ cot([j/2, g. 
We now observe that 8.. cotca,2J 3L,,d may be written as
(Ae+dv+k,&l x:+kx!+kg 
so that, by (3.2), 
Cx”c# = A,s,,Av,,(A,,+,,,A Ls+k,[j)pl [-xsgn(cr)sgn(B)l~k~:=~g. 
Next, when 0 < Ial < 27c, 
Aw(A,,+k., )-I [-isgn(cc)lmk 
=exp[i(ztt-i) (v+ I)-i(Eri-:) (v+k+ I,+?61 
ikcr 
=exp - [ 1 2 
so that 
However, 
k 
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Therefore 
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c?f;+pcj= A v,a+BC-isgn(cc+B)l~kx~ke~cot((a+P)lZ) 
‘~lsl~((a+8,,2,,~+ke-cott(l+8)/2)g. 
Finally, since 
A ,,,.+p[-isgn(cc+B)l-k=A,,+k,I+BeXP 
we can conclude that X;AL’fq5 = A?~‘“q3. This proves the theorem. 
From Theorems 4.16, 4.19, and 4.22, we obtain our final result. 
RESULT 4.23. Foreachv,BERand~EH,,,~~~~~O%~inH,a.~a-,p. 
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